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INTRODUCTION
This manual will help you get the most from your Nil� sk™ automatic scrubber/dryer.  Read it thoroughly before operating the machine.
Note: Bold numbers in parentheses indicate an item illustrated on pages 5-8 unless otherwise noted.
This product is intended for commercial use only.

PARTS AND SERVICE
Repairs, when required, should be performed by your Authorized Nil� sk Service Center, who employs factory trained service personnel, and 
maintains an inventory of Nil� sk original replacement parts and accessories.
Call Nil� sk for repair parts or service.  Please specify the Model and Serial Number when discussing your machine.

MODIFICATIONS
Modi� cations and additions to the cleaning machine which affect capacity and safe operation shall not be performed by the customer or user 
without prior written approval from Nil� sk A/S. Unapproved modi� cations will void the machine warranty and make the customer liable for any 
resulting accidents. 

NAMEPLATE
The Model and Serial Number of your machine are shown on the Nameplate in the battery compartment.  This information is needed when
ordering repair parts for the machine.  Use the space below to note the Model and Serial Number of your machine for future reference.

Model  _________________________________________

Serial Number  ___________________________________

UNPACKING THE MACHINE
When the machine is delivered, carefully inspect the shipping packaging and the machine for damage.  If damage is evident, save the shipping 
carton (if applicable) so that it can be inspected.  Contact the Nil� sk Customer Service Department immediately to � le a freight damage claim. 
Refer to the unpacking instruction sheet included with the machine to remove the machine from the pallet.

revised 5/12
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CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS
SYMBOLS
Nil� sk uses the symbols below to signal potentially dangerous conditions.  Read this information carefully and take the necessary 
steps to protect personnel and property.

 DANGER!
Is used to warn of immediate hazards that will cause severe personal injury or death.

 WARNING!
Is used to call attention to a situation that could cause severe personal injury.

 CAUTION!
Is used to call attention to a situation that could cause minor personal injury or damage to the machine or other property.

  Read all instructions before using.

GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Speci� c Cautions and Warnings are included to warn you of potential danger of machine damage or bodily harm.
This machine is for commercial use, for example in hotels, schools, hospitals, factories, shops and of� ces other than normal 
residential housekeeping purposes.

 WARNING!

revised 11/12

* This machine should only be used by properly trained and 
authorized persons.

* This machine is not intended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge.

* While on ramps or inclines, avoid sudden stops.  Avoid 
abrupt sharp turns.  Use low speed down ramps.

* Observe the Gross Vehicle Weight, GVW, of the machine 
when loading, driving, lifting or supporting the machine.

* Keep sparks, � ame and smoking materials away from 
batteries.  Explosive gases are vented during normal 
operation.

* Charging the batteries produces highly explosive hydrogen 
gas.  Charge batteries only in well-ventilated areas, away 
from open � ame.  Do not smoke while charging the batteries.

* Remove all jewelry when working near electrical 
components.

* Turn the key switch off (O) and disconnect the batteries 
before servicing electrical components.

* Never work under a machine without safety blocks or stands 
to support the machine.

* Do not dispense � ammable cleaning agents, operate the 
machine on or near these agents, or operate in areas where 
� ammable liquids exist.

* Do not clean this machine with a pressure washer.
* Do not operate this machine on ramps or inclines of more 

than a 2 percent gradient.
* Only use the brushes provided with the appliance or those 

speci� ed in the instruction manual.  The use of other brushes 
may impair safety.

* Do not stare into laser.  Class 1 Laser Product IEC 60825-1, 
2007 AND 21CFR1040.10.

 CAUTION!
* This machine is not approved for use on public paths or roads.
* This machine is not suitable for picking up hazardous dust.
* Use care when using scari� er discs and grinding stones.  Nil� sk 

will not be held responsible for any damage to � oor surfaces 
caused by scari� ers or grinding stones.

* When operating this machine, ensure that third parties, particularly 
children, are not endangered.

* Before performing any service function, carefully read all 
instructions pertaining to that function.

* Do not leave the machine unattended without � rst turning the key 
switch off (O), removing the key and securing the machine.

* Turn the key switch off (O) and remove the key, before changing 
the brushes, and before opening any access panels.

* Take precautions to prevent hair, jewelry, or loose clothing from 
becoming caught in moving parts.

* Use caution when moving this machine in below freezing 
temperature conditions.  Any water in the solution, recovery or 
detergent tanks or in the hose lines could freeze, causing damage 
to valves and � ttings.  Flush with windshield washer � uid.

* The batteries must be removed from the machine before the 
machine is scrapped.  The disposal of the batteries should 
be safely done in accordance with your local environmental 
regulations.

* Do not use on surfaces having a gradient exceeding that marked 
on the machine.

* All doors and covers are to be positioned as indicated in the 
instruction manual before using the machine.

* Refer to the battery charger OEM product manual for additional 
speci� c battery charger warnings.

* Any use or adjustments of the Laser other than those speci� ed 
herein may result in hazardous radiation exposure.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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KNOW YOUR MACHINE
As you read this manual, you will occasionally run across a bold number or letter in parentheses - example: (2).  These numbers refer to an item 
shown on these pages unless otherwise noted.  Refer back to these pages whenever necessary to pinpoint the location of an item mentioned in 
the text. NOTE:  Refer to the service manual for detailed explanations of each item illustrated on the next 4 pages.

1 Solution Tank Fill
2 Operator Control Handle
3 Bottle Holders
4 Recovery Tank Shutoff Float
5 Debris Tray
6 Recovery Tank Lid
7 Recovery Tank (Detergent Cartridge Access Cover)

7a Detergent Cartridge (EcoFlex models only)
8 Scrub Deck
9 Brush Housings (include Bristle Skirt)
10 Scrub Deck Bumper Wheel
11 Drive Wheel
12 Squeegee Assembly
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KNOW YOUR MACHINE
13 Solution Drain Hose / Level Indicator
14 Squeegee Raise / Lower Lever
15 Battery Pack Connector
16 Recovery Hose
17 Wheel Drive Circuit Breaker (30 Amp)
18 Control Circuit Circuit Breaker (10 Amp)
19 Squeegee Blade Tension Strap
20 Squeegee Blade Latch
21 Squeegee Blade Alignment Pins
22 Squeegee Mount Thumb Nut
23 Squeegee Adjustment Knob
24 Recovery Tank Drain Hose

25 Debris Hopper (Cylindrical Models Only)
26 Idler Assembly (Cylindrical Models Only)
27 Solution Manifold (Cylindrical Models Only)
28 Control Panel (EcoFlex)
29 Drive Paddle
30 Speed Limit Control Knob
31 Onboard Battery Charger (Not found on all models)
32 Solution Filter
33 Solution Shut-Off Valve
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CONTROL PANEL
A Key Switch (Main Power)
B Solution Increase Switch
C Solution ON/OFF Switch

C1 Solution Flow Indicators (Normal, Heavy & Extreme)
D Solution Decrease Switch
E Detergent ON/OFF Switch
F Display Panel

F1 Hour Meter
F2 Solution Tank Level Indicator
F3 Fault Codes
F4 Detergent Indicator (if so equipped)
F5 Detergent Ratio Indicator
F6 Battery Indicator
F7 Recovery Tank FULL Indicator
F8 Battery Low Indicator

G Scrub Pressure Increase Switch
H Scrub ON/OFF Switch

 (Disc System - Regular & Heavy)
(Cylindrical System - 1 Pressure Sensing)

H1 Scrub Pressure Indicator
I Scrub Pressure Decrease Switch
J EcoFlex Switch
K Brush Remove Switch (Disc Decks Only)
L Vacuum/Wand Switch
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312 AH @ 20 HR RATE
(4) MAX 158KG/348LB

FIGURE 1

BATTERIES
If your machine shipped with batteries installed do the following:

Check that the batteries are connected to the machine (15).
Turn ON the Key Switch (A) and check the Battery Indicator (F6 or E).  If the gauge is completely � lled or the green light is ON, the batteries are ready for 
use.  If the gauge is less than full or the green light is OFF, the batteries should be charged before use.  See the “Charging The Batteries” section.
IMPORTANT!:  IF YOUR MACHINE HAS AN ONBOARD BATTERY CHARGER REFER TO THE OEM PRODUCT MANUAL FOR INSTRUCTIONS 
REGARDING SETTING THE CHARGER FOR BATTERY TYPE.

If your machine shipped without batteries installed do the following:
Consult your Authorized Nil� sk dealer for recommended batteries.
Install the batteries by following the instructions below.

 SNOITCURTSNI ROF LAUNAM TCUDORP MEO EHT OT REFER REGRAHC YRETTAB DRAOBNO NA SAH ENIHCAM RUOY FI    :!TNATROPMI
REGARDING SETTING THE CHARGER FOR BATTERY TYPE.

 WARNING!
Use extreme caution when working with batteries.  Sulfuric acid in batteries can cause severe injury if allowed to contact the skin
or eyes.  Explosive hydrogen gas is vented from the batteries through openings in the battery caps.  This gas can be ignited by
any electrical arc, spark or � ame. Do not install any lead-acid battery in a sealed container or enclosure.  Hydrogen gas from 
overcharging must be allowed to escape.
When Servicing Batteries...
* Remove all jewelry
* Do not smoke
* Wear safety glasses, rubber gloves and a rubber apron
* Work in a well-ventilated area
* Do not allow tools to touch more than one battery terminal at a time
* ALWAYS disconnect the negative (ground) cable � rst when replacing batteries to prevent sparks.
* ALWAYS connect the negative cable last when installing batteries.

 CAUTION!
Electrical components in this machine can be severely damaged 
if the batteries are not installed and connected properly.  Nil� sk, 
a quali� ed electrician, or the battery manufacturer should install 
batteries.
1 Remove the batteries from their shipping crate and carefully inspect them 

for cracks or other damage.  If damage is evident, contact the carrier that 
delivered them or the battery manufacturer to � le a damage claim.

2 Turn the Master Key Switch (A) OFF and remove the key.
3 Disconnect the Battery Pack Connector (15).
4 Tip the recovery tank to the side, locked position.  Remove the battery cables 

from inside the battery compartment.
5 Your machine comes from the factory with enough battery cables to install four 

6 volt batteries.  Carefully lift the batteries into the battery compartment and 
arrange them exactly as shown in FIGURE 1.  Secure the batteries as close to 
the back of the machine as possible.

6 Install the battery cables as shown.  Position the cables so the battery caps 
can be easily removed for battery service.

7 Carefully tighten the nut in each battery terminal until the terminal will not turn.  
Do not over-tighten the terminals, or they will be very dif� cult to remove for 
future service.

8 Coat the terminals with spray-on battery terminal coating (available at most 
auto parts stores).

9 Put one of the black rubber boots over each of the terminals and connect the 
Battery Pack Connector (15).

When changing batteries or the charger, please contact your local 
authorized service center for correct battery, charger and machine 
settings to prevent battery damage.
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INSTALLING THE BRUSHES (DISC SYSTEM)
 CAUTION!

Turn the key switch off (O) and remove the key, before changing the brushes, and before opening any access panels.
1 Make sure the Brush Deck (8) is in the RAISED position.  Make sure the Key Switch (A) is off (O).
2 If using pads, install the pads on the pad holders.
3 See Figure 2.  To mount the Brushes (AA) (or pad holders) align the Lugs (BB) on the brush with the holes on the mounting plate and turn to 

lock in place (turn the outside edge of brush towards the rear of machine as shown (CC)).

FIGURE 2
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INSTALL THE BRUSHES (CYLINDRICAL SYSTEM)
 CAUTION!

Turn the key switch off (O) and remove the key, before changing the brushes, and before opening any access panels.
1 Make sure the Brush Deck is in the RAISED position.  Make sure the Key Switch (A) is off (O).
2 See Figure 3. To access the brushes loosen the black knobs (one on each side) on top of the idler assemblies (26) and remove the idler 

assemblies.  Slide the brush into the housing, lift slightly, push and turn until it seats.  Re-install the idler assemblies.

FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

FILLING THE SOLUTION TANK
 ton oD  .noitulos gninaelc fo )snollag 52( sretiL 6.49 fo mumixam a htiw kna t noitulos eht lliF � ll the solution tank above 7.5 cm (3 inches) from the 

bottom of the Solution Fill (1).  The solution should be a mixture of water and the proper cleaning chemical for the job.  Always follow the dilution 
instructions on the chemical container label. NOTE:  EcoFlex machines can either be used conventionally with detergent mixed in the tank or the 
EcoFlex detergent dispensing system can be used. When using the EcoFlex detergent dispensing do not mix detergent in the tank, plain water 
should be used.

 CAUTION!
Use only low-foaming, non-� ammable liquid detergents intended for machine application.  Water temperature should not exceed 54.4 
degrees celsius (130 degrees fahrenheit)

SQUEEGEE INSTALLATION
1 See Figure 4. Slide the Squeegee Assembly (12) onto the squeegee mount bracket and tighten the Squeegee Mount Thumb Nuts (22).
2 Connect the Recovery Hose (16) to the squeegee inlet.
3 Lower the squeegee, move the machine ahead slightly and adjust the squeegee tilt using the Squeegee Adjustment Knob (23) so that the 

rear squeegee blade touches the � oor evenly across its entire width and is bent over slightly as shown.
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DETERGENT SYSTEM PREPARATION AND USE (ECOFLEX MODELS ONLY)
COMMON INSTRUCTIONS:
Pressing and releasing the Detergent Switch (E) while the solution system is active will cause the detergent system to alternately turn on and off.  
The system should be purged of previous detergent when switching to a different detergent.  SERVICE NOTE: Move machine over � oor drain 
before purging because a small amount of detergent will be dispensed in the process.
To Purge When Changing Chemicals:
1 Disconnect and remove the detergent cartridge.
2 Turn the Key Switch (A) ON.  Press and hold the Solution Switch (C) and the Detergent Switch (E) down for 3 seconds. NOTE:  Once 

activated the purge process takes 10 seconds.  See illustration on next page for Detergent System indicators. Normally one purge cycle is 
adequate to purge the system.

To Purge Weekly:
1 Disconnect and remove the detergent cartridge.  Install and connect a Cartridge � lled with clean water
2 Turn the Key Switch (A) ON.  Press and hold the Solution Switch (C) and the Detergent Switch (E) down for 3 seconds. NOTE:  Once 

activated the purge process takes 10 seconds.  See illustration on next page for Detergent System indicators. Normally one purge cycle is 
adequate to purge the system.

When the Detergent Cartridge is almost empty a Display Panel (F) indicator will come on.  This “Low Detergent” indicator will remain on until you 
reset the system.  Once this indicator comes on you should be able to simply pour an entire gallon bottle of detergent into the Cartridge to re� ll 
without worrying about measuring. NOTE:  Only reset the system when the cartridge is full.  When switching cartridges, the “Low Detergent” 
indicator is only accurate if the replacement cartridge is at the same level as the cartridge being replaced.
To Reset:
1 Turn the Key Switch (A) ON.  Press and hold together the Solution Increase Switch (B) and the Solution Decrease Switch (D) down for 3 

seconds.  See illustration on next page for Detergent System indicators.
Detergent Percentage:
1 The detergent percentage default is 0.25%.  To change the percentage, the detergent system must be OFF, then press and hold the

Detergent ON/OFF Switch (E) for 2 seconds. The detergent indicator will � ash and each press of the switch will cycle through the available 
percentages (3%, 2%, 1.5%, 1%, 0.8%, 0.66%, 0.5%, 0.4%, 0.3%., 0.25%). Once the desired percentage is displayed on the screen (F5),
stop and it will lock in after 5 seconds.

CARTRIDGE SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS:
Fill the detergent cartridge with a maximum of 1.25 gallons (4.73 Liters) of detergent. SERVICE NOTE:  Remove the detergent cartridge from the 
detergent box prior to � lling to avoid spilling detergent on the machine.
It is recommended that a separate cartridge be used for each detergent you plan to use.  The detergent cartridges have a white decal on them so 
you can write the detergent name on each cartridge to avoid mixing them up.  When installing a new cartridge, remove the Cap (AA) and place the 
cartridge in the detergent box. Install the Dry Break Cap (BB) as shown.
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DETERGENT SYSTEM PREPARATION AND USE (ECOFLEX MODELS ONLY)

DETERGENT ENABLED DETERGENT DISABLED

FULL (RESET)

DETERGENT LOW

PURGE

Press and hold (C) & (E) 
for 3 seconds to purge.

Press and hold (B) & (D) 
for 3 seconds to reset.

Detergent system is ON 
when indicator is ON.
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WET SCRUBBING
 WARNING!

Be sure you understand the operator controls and their functions. While on ramps or inclines, avoid sudden stops when loaded.
Avoid abrupt sharp turns.  Use low speed down hills. Clean only while ascending (driving up) the ramp.
To Scrub…
1 Follow the instructions in the Preparing The Machine For Use section of this manual.
2 Turn the Master Key Switch (A) ON (I).  This will display the control panel indicator lights, reference the Battery Condition Indicator (F6) and Hour Meter (F1) before proceeding.
3 To transport the machine to the work area, push the Drive Paddle (29) forward to go forward or pull the Drive Paddle (29) backward to move the machine in reverse.  Vary the 

pressure on the Drive Paddle (29) to obtain the desired speed.
NOTE:  Speed Control Knob (30) is used to control the maximum speed in either forward or reverse.

4 Press and hold the Solution Switch (C) for 5 seconds to pre-wet the � oor.  NOTE:  This must be done prior to pressing the Scrub ON/OFF Switch (H).
5 Press the Scrub ON/OFF Switch (H), the scrub pressure will default to Normal (one scrub pressure indicator lit).  Use the Scrub Pressure Increase Switch (G) and Scrub 

Pressure Decrease Switch (I) to change between Regular and Heavy Scrub modes. Only one pressure sensing is available for cylindrical machines.The solution � ow rate will 
automatically adjust to coincide with the scrub pressure.
NOTE:  The solution � ow rate can be changed independently of the scrub pressure by pressing the Solution Increase Switch (B) or Solution Decrease Switch (D).  Any 
subsequent scrub pressure adjustments will reset the solution � ow rate to correspond with the scrub pressure.
NOTE:  The scrub, solution, vacuum and detergent (EcoFlex models) systems are automatically enabled when the Scrub ON/OFF Switch (H) is pressed.  Any individual system 
can be turned OFF or back ON by simply pressing its switch at any time during scrubbing. No further action is required other than lowering the squeegee (12).

6 Lower the squeegee with the Squeegee Raise / Lower Lever (14).
7 When the Drive Paddle (29) is in the neutral position, the scrub, vacuum, solution and detergent (EcoFlex models) systems are activated but not running.  Grip the Operator 

Control Handle (2) and push the Drive Paddle (29) forward to start the scrub, vacuum, solution and detergent (EcoFlex models), and to move the machine forward.  For best 
results, move the machine at a slow walking speed.  Press the Solution Switch (C) once to turn OFF while making sharp turns.  Pull the Drive Paddle (29) backward to move the 
machine in reverse.  The brushes will run while moving the machine in reverse, but solution and chemical will not be dispensed.

 CAUTION!
To avoid damaging the � oor, keep the machine moving while the brushes are turning.
8 When scrubbing, check behind the machine occasionally to see that all of the waste water is being picked up.  If there is water trailing the machine, you may be dispensing too 

much solution, the recovery tank may be full, or the squeegee tool may require adjustment.
9 The machine defaults to the EcoFlex cleaning mode (EcoFlex Switch Indicator is lit GREEN) conserving solution and detergent.  Press the EcoFlex Switch (J) to override the 

EcoFlex cleaning mode and temporarily increase scrub pressure, solution � ow and the detergent percentage.  This will cause the indicator to � ash (YELLOW) for one minute, 
solution � ow rate will increase to the next level, scrub pressure will increase to the next level and the detergent percentage will increase to the next larger percentage.
NOTE:  Pressing and holding the EcoFlex Switch (J) for 2 seconds disables the EcoFlex system.  The only way to re-enable is to push the EcoFlex Switch (J) again.  Cycling the 
Key Switch (A) does not re-enable the system.  The EcoFlex system will only function if the Scrub System (H) has been enabled.

10 For extremely dirty � oors, a one-pass scrubbing operation may not be satisfactory and a “double-scrub” operation may be required.  This operation is the same as a one-pass 
scrubbing except on the � rst pass the squeegee is in the up position.  This allows the cleaning solution to remain on the � oor to work longer.  The � nal pass is made over the 
same area, with the squeegee lowered to pick up the accumulated solution.

11 The recovery tank has a shut-off � oat (4) that causes ALL systems to turn OFF except the drive system when the recovery tank is full. When this � oat is activated, the recovery 
tank must be emptied. The machine will not pick up water or scrub with the � oat activated.
NOTE: All other indicators vanish and a “Recovery Tank FULL” Indicator (F7) turns on in the Display Panel when the switch is activated on “EcoFlex” models.

12 When the operator wants to stop scrubbing or the recovery tank is full;
 Press the Scrub ON/OFF Switch (H) once.  This will automatically stop the scrub motors and the solution � ow and the deck will raise to its upper limit. NOTE: The vacuum will 

stop after a 10 second delay. This is to allow any remaining water to be picked up without turning the vacuum back on.
13 Raise the squeegee with the Squeegee Raise / Lower Lever (14). and drive the machine to a designated wastewater “DISPOSAL SITE” and empty the recovery tank. To empty, 

pull the Recovery Tank Drain Hose (24) from its hanger and open the cap (hold the end of the hose above the water level in the tank to avoid sudden, uncontrolled � ow of waste 
water).  The Recovery Tank Drain Hose (24) can be squeezed to regulate the � ow.  Re� ll the solution tank and continue scrubbing.

NOTE: Make sure the Recovery Tank Lid (6) and the Recovery Tank Drain Hose (24) cap are properly seated or the machine will not pick-up water correctly. When 
the batteries require recharging the Battery LOW Indicator (F8) will come on (EcoFlex models) and the vacuum motor will shut off after 30 seconds. Transport the 
machine to a service area and recharge the batteries according to the instructions in the Battery section of this manual.

WET VACUUMING
Fit the machine with optional attachments for wet vacuuming.
1 Disconnect the Recovery Hose (16) from the Squeegee (12).

liN morf elbaliavA( esoh eht ot sloot pu-kcip tew e lbatius hcattA 2 � sk).
3 Turn the Master Key Switch (A) ON.
4 Press the Vacuum/Wand Switch (L) (EcoFlex models) once to turn ON the vacuum motor.

The vacuum motor will run continuously until the switch is pressed again to turn it OFF.
NOTE: The “Recovery Tank FULL” indicator is disabled when the wand mode is activated.
The � oat will stop the � ow into the recovery tank.
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WET SCRUBBING
SERVICE NOTE: Refer to the service manual for detailed functional 
descriptions of all controls and optional programmability.
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AFTER USE
1 Raise the brushes (or pads) and raise the squeegee.  Move the machine to a service area.
2 Turn the Master Key Switch (A) OFF and remove the key.
3 To empty the solution tank, pull the Solution Drain Hose (13) off the upper connector.  Direct the hose to a � oor drain or bucket.  Rinse the tank with clean 

water.  Inspect the solution hoses; replace if kinked or damaged.
4 To empty the recovery tank, remove the Recovery Tank Drain Hose (24) from its hanger and remove the cap (hold the end of the hose above the water 

level in the tank to avoid sudden, uncontrolled � ow of waste water).  The Recovery Tank Drain Hose (24) can be squeezed to regulate the � ow.  Rinse the 
recovery tank and shut-off � oat (4) with clean water.  Inspect the recovery and vacuum hoses; replace if kinked or damaged.

5 Remove the brushes or pad holders.  Rinse the brushes or pads with warm water and hang up to dry.  Allow buf� ng pads to dry completely before using 
again. NOTE:  You can either remove the brushes manually or automatically by pressing the Brush Remove Switch (K) (EcoFlex disk models only).

6 Remove the squeegee, rinse it with warm water and hang it up to dry.
7 Check the maintenance schedule below and perform any required maintenance before storage.

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
ylraeY ylhtnoM ylkeeW yliaD METI ECNANETNIAM 

   X seirettaB egrahC 
    X sesoH & sknaT naelC/kcehC 
    X sdaP/sehsurB eht etatoR/naelC/kcehC 

   X eegeeuqS eht naelC/kcehC 
   X taolF ffO-tuhS muucaV naelC/kcehC 
   X knaT yrevoceR nI yarT sirbeD naelC/ytpmE 
   X metsyS lacirdnilyC no reppoH naelC 

 Check Each Battery Cell(s) Water Level (does not apply to gel cell batteries)  X  
  X  strikS gnisuoH burcS tcepsnI 
  X  retliF noituloS naelc dna tcepsnI 
  X  metsyS lacirdnilyC no sdlofinaM noituloS naelC 
  X  )ylno xelFocE( metsyS tnegreteD egruP 
 X   enihcaM eht etacirbuL 

X    sehsurB nobraC kcehC * 

* Have Nil� sk check the vacuum motor carbon motor brushes once a year or after 300 operating hours.  The brush and drive motor carbon brushes check every 
500 hours or once a year.
NOTE:  Refer to the Service Manual for more detail on maintenance and service repairs.
8 Store the machine in a clean, dry place.
9 Turn the Master Key Switch (A) OFF (O) and remove the key.

SERVICING THE VACUUM MOTOR
Have your Nil� sk Dealer check the carbon motor brushes 
once a year or after 300 operating hours.

 IMPORTANT!
Motor damage resulting from failure to service the 
carbon brushes is not covered under warranty.  
See the Limited Warranty Statement.

LUBRICATING THE MACHINE
Once a month, apply light machine oil to lubricate the:
• General Pivot Points For the Squeegee Linkage (A).
• Squeegee mount angle adjustment knob threads (B).
• Squeegee Tool end wheels (C).
• General Pivot Points For the Brush Linkage (D).
• Scrub deck bumper wheels.
Once per quarter, Grease the following
• Rear Caster Wheel Swivels (E).

revised 11/12
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CHARGING WET BATTERIES
EcoFlex - Charge the batteries each time the machine is used or when the Battery Indicator (F6) is reading less than full.

 WARNING!
Do not � ll the batteries before charging.
Charge batteries in a well-ventilated area.
Do not smoke while servicing the batteries.
When Servicing Batteries...
* Remove all jewelry
* Do not smoke
* Wear safety glasses, rubber gloves and a rubber apron
* Work in a well-ventilated area
* Do not allow tools to touch more than one battery terminal at a time
* ALWAYS disconnect the negative (ground) cable � rst when replacing batteries to prevent sparks.
* ALWAYS connect the negative cable last when installing batteries.
If your machine shipped with an onboard battery charger do the following:
Turn the Key Switch (A) OFF.  Unwind the electrical cord from the side of the onboard charger and plug it into a properly grounded outlet.  Refer to the OEM product manual for more 
detailed operating instructions.
If your machine shipped without an onboard battery charger do the following:
Disconnect the batteries from the machine and push the connector from the charger into the Battery Pack Connector (15).  Follow the instructions on the battery charger.  SERVICE
NOTE: Make sure you plug the battery charger into the connector with the handle attached to it.

 CAUTION!
To avoid damage to � oor surfaces, wipe water and acid from the top of the batteries after charging.
CHECKING THE BATTERY WATER LEVEL
Check the water level of the batteries at least once a week.
After charging the batteries, remove the vent caps and check the water level in each battery cell. Use distilled or demineralized water in a battery 
� lling dispenser (available at most auto parts stores) to � ll each cell to the level indicator (or to 10 mm over the top of the separators).  DO NOT 
over-� ll the batteries!

 CAUTION!
Acid can spill onto the � oor if the batteries are over� lled.
Tighten the vent caps.  Wash the tops of the batteries with a solution of baking soda and water (2 tablespoons of baking soda to 1 liter of water).
CHARGING GEL (VRLA) BATTERIES
EcoFlex - Charge the batteries each time the machine is used or when the Battery Indicator (F6) is reading less than full.

 WARNING!
Charge batteries in a well-ventilated area.
Do not smoke while servicing the batteries.
When Servicing Batteries...
* Remove all jewelry
* Do not smoke
* Wear safety glasses, rubber gloves and a rubber apron
* Work in a well-ventilated area
* Do not allow tools to touch more than one battery terminal at a time
* ALWAYS disconnect the negative (ground) cable � rst when replacing batteries to prevent sparks.
* ALWAYS connect the negative cable last when installing batteries.

 CAUTION!
Your voltage regulated lead acid (VRLA) battery will deliver superior performance and life ONLY IF IT RECHARGED PROPERLY!  Under or 
overcharging will shorten battery life and limit performance.  Be sure to FOLLOW PROPER CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS!  DO NOT ATTEMPT 
TO OPEN THIS BATTERY!  If a VRLA battery is opened, it loses its pressure and the plates become oxygen contaminated.  THE WARRANTY 
WILL BE VOIDED IF THE BATTERY IS OPENED.
If your machine shipped with an onboard battery charger do the following:
Turn the Key Switch (A) OFF.  Unwind the electrical cord from the side of the onboard charger and plug it into a properly grounded outlet.  Refer to the OEM product manual for more 
detailed operating instructions.
If your machine shipped without an onboard battery charger do the following:
Disconnect the batteries from the machine and push the connector from the charger into the Battery Pack Connector (15).  Follow the instructions on the battery charger.  SERVICE
NOTE: Make sure you plug the battery charger into the connector with the handle attached to it.
IMPORTANT:  Make sure you have an appropriate charger for use on Gel cell batteries.  Use only “voltage-regulated” or “voltage-limited” chargers.  Standard constant 
current or taper current chargers MUST NOT be used.  A temperature-sensing charger is recommended, as manual adjustments are never accurate and will damage any 
VRLA battery.
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FIGURE 5

SERVICING THE SQUEEGEE
If the squeegee leaves narrow streaks or water, the blades may be dirty or damaged.  Remove the squeegee, rinse it under warm water and 
inspect the blades.  Reverse or replace the blades if they are cut, torn, wavy or worn.
To Reverse or Replace the Rear Squeegee Wiping Blade...
1 See Figure 5. Raise the squeegee tool off the � oor, and then unsnap the Rear Squeegee Blade Removal Latch (20) on the squeegee tool.
2 Remove the Tension Strap (19).
3 Slip the rear blade off the Alignment Pins (21).
4 The squeegee blade has 4 working edges.  Turn the blade so a clean, undamaged edge points toward the front of the machine.  Replace the 

blade if all 4 edges are nicked, torn or worn to a large radius.
5 Install the blade, following the steps in reverse order and adjust the squeegee tilt.
To Reverse or Replace the Front Squeegee Blade...
1 Raise the squeegee tool off the � oor, then loosen the (2) Thumb Nuts (22) on top of the squeegee tool. Disconnect the Recovery Hose (16)

and remove the squeegee tool (12) from the mount.
2 Loosen the Front Squeegee Blade Removal Knob (AA), then remove Tension Strap (AB) and blade..
3 The squeegee blade has 4 working edges.  Turn the blade so a clean, undamaged edge points toward the front of the machine.  Replace the 

blade if all 4 edges are nicked, torn or worn to a large radius.
4 Install the blade, following the steps in reverse order and adjust the squeegee tilt.

ADJUSTING THE SQUEEGEE
Adjust the squeegee angle whenever a blade is reversed or replaced, or if the squeegee is not wiping the � oor dry.
To Adjust the Squeegee Angle...
1 Park the machine on a � at, even surface and lower the squeegee.
2 While moving the machine forward slowly, turn the Squeegee Adjustment Knob (23) until the rear squeegee blade folds over evenly across 

the entire width of the squeegee as shown below.
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GENERAL MACHINE TROUBLESHOOTING

ydemeResuaC elbissoPmelborP

Poor water pick-up Worn or torn squeegee blades Reverse or replace
Squeegee out of adjustment Adjust so blades touch � oor evenly

across entire width
knat yrevocer ytpmElluf knat yrevoceR

Recovery tank drain hose leak Secure drain hose cap or replace
Recovery tank cover gasket leak Replace gasket / Seat cover properly
Debris caught in squeegee Clean squeegee tool
Vacuum hose clogged Remove debris
Using too much solution Adjust solution � ow at control panel
Foam � lter cover not seated Seat cover properly

sehsurb ecalper ro etatoRdap ro hsurb nroWecnamrofrep gnibburcs rooP
Wrong brush or pad type Consult Nil� sk
Wrong cleaning chemical Consult Nil� sk
Moving machine too fast Slow down
Not using enough solution Increase solution � ow at control panel

Inadequate solution � ow
or no solution

Solution tank empty Fill solution tank
Solution lines, valves, � lter or trough 
clogged

Flush lines, trough and clean solution � lter

Solution shutoff valve closed Open solution shutoff valve
Solution solenoid valve Clean or replace valve

Machine does not run Battery connector disconnected Reconnect battery connectors
Main system controller Check error fault codes

(see service manual)
Tripped 10 Amp circuit breaker Check for electrical short circuit & reset

No FWD/REV wheel drive Drive system speed controller Check error fault codes
(see service manual)

Tripped 30 Amp circuit breaker Check for drive motor overload
Emergency stop switch tripped Reset the Emergency Stop Switch

Vacuum shuts off and display 
shows
“Recovery Tank FULL indicator” 
when recovery tank is not full

Plugged squeegee hose Clear debris
Vacuuming large amounts of water
at a high travel speed

Slow down or disable auto shut-off feature
(see service manual)

Poor Sweeping Performance
(Cylindrical System)

reppoh naelc dna ytpmElluF reppoH
sehsurb ecalpeRnrow sehsurB

Bristles have taken a set Rotate brushes

No Detergent Flow (EcoFlex 
models only)

Empty detergent cartridge Fill detergent cartridge
Plugged or kinked detergent � ow line Purge system, straighten lines to

remove any kinks
Dry seal cap on detergent cartridge not 
sealed

Reseat dry seal cap

Detergent pump wiring
disconnected or backwards

Connect or reconnect wiring
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (as installed and tested on the unit)
68-008CSC17-008CS17-008CSledoM
530211656302116543021165.oN ledoM

V42V42V42VseirettaB ,egatloV
213213213hAyticapaC yrettaB
4XPI4XPI4XPIedarG noitcetorP

Sound Pressure Level
(IEC 60704-1) dB(A) 61 61 61

Sound Pressure Level
(IEC 60704-1)  Uncertainty dB(A) 3.0 3.0 3.0

3.674 / 05011.384 / 56010.474 / 5401gk / sblthgieW ssorG
7.174 / 04015.874 / 55015.964 / 5301gk / sblthgieW tropsnarT

Maximum Wheel Floor Loading (right front) psi  N/mm2 73.5 / 0.507 75.3 / 0.519 74.0 / 0.510
Maximum Wheel Floor Loading (left front) psi  N/mm2 68.0 / 0.469 69.9 / 0.482 68.6 / 0.473
Maximum Wheel Floor Loading (center rear) psi  N/mm2 287.6 / 1.983 287.6 / 1.983 287.6 / 1.983
Vibrations at the Hand Controls
(ISO 5349-1) m/s2 0.09 0.09 0.09

Vibrations at the Hand Controls
(ISO 5349-1)  Uncertainty m/s2 0.02 0.02 0.02

)º51.1( %2)º51.1( %2)º51.1( %2tropsnarT ytilibaedarG
)º51.1( %2)º51.1( %2)º51.1( %2gninaelC ytilibaedarG

MATERIAL COMPOSITION
LBS KG

61.685.31munimulA
12.7888.51rebbuR
54.01730.32citsalP
97.254.611enelyhteyloP

Ferrous Metal & Copper
34.0132elxasnarT

28.752.71rotoM hsurB
27.26rotoM caV
08.814.91cirtcelE rehtO



www.crescentindustrial.co.uk

We supply a full range of cleaning 
equipment for rental or purchase.

For more information, or a cleaning 
solution to suit your business,
please get in touch –

Berrington House, 
Berrington Road, 
Leamington Spa 
CV31 1NB

t :  0845 33 77 695
f :  0845 33 78 695
e :  info@c-ind.co.uk

 For a more comprehensive product range, please visit our website.

Address Contact


